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Consider the problem, 
1. INTRODUCTION 
x'(t) = / (t,x (~) ,x (.)), t e J = [0,T], 
T 
(o) = ~ ~,,~ (t,), ),, ~ •, (1) 
i=1 
0 < $1 < $2 < ' '" < l~r-I < tr = T, 
where f E C(JxR~'XCo, R p) with Co = C(J ,  RP). The values ofA~ andt~ (i = 1,2 . . . . .  r) are fixed 
numbers. The purpose of this paper is to formulate sufficient conditions under which problem (1) 
has a unique solution. The differential equation in (1) has a very general form. For example, it 
includes ordinary differential equations~ differential equations with deviated arguments and also 
integro-differential equations as special cases. 
In this paper, we apply the waveform relaxation method (WRM) to problem (1) (sometimes it
is also called a dynamic iteration method). WRMs are special variants of the modifications of the 
Picard iterative method which in a very abstract form were examined in [1,2]. The application of 
the WRM to initial functional-differential problems is well known, for example, see papers [3-7] 
and the references therein (see also [8]). There is only a few papers in which the application 
of the WRM is studied to differential-functional (or simply ordinary) equations with a periodic 
boundary condition (see, [9-11]). In this paper, we apply the WILM combined with a comparison 
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method to quite general problems of type (1) (note that if r = 1 and A1 ~- 1, A1 = -1  or )~ = 0, 
then the boundary condition from (1) reduces to a periodic boundary condition, antiperiodic 
boundary condition or initial condition, respectively). This paper extends the application of 
WRMs for general problems of type (1). 
The organization of this paper is as follows. In the next section, some general assumptions 
are formulated to be used in theorems. In Section 3, we investigate the existence and uniqueness 
of solutions to system (1). We define and study WRMs based on a splitting function. Given 
are sufficient conditions under which WRMs converge to a unique solution of problem (1). Two 
types of such conditions are examined. The application of WRMs to r-point boundary conditions 
of differential equations with deviated arguments i  studied in Section 4. Some examples are 
presented in the last section showing that corresponding assumptions hold. This part is important 
in practice since problems with how to construct WRMs by choosing splitting functions are 
discussed. 
2. ASSUMPTIONS 
Let a continuous function F : J x R p x R v x Co --* R p, denote a splitting function for f,  i.e., 
f (t, ~ (0 ,~ (')) = F (,, • (,) ,~ (~) ,x (.)), (2) 
for any x • Co and t E J. Then, problem (1) can be rewritten as 
x' (t) = F (t, x (t) ,x (t), x (.)), t • J, 
7" 
Now, using the WRM, we have the iterations of the form 
/ 
• ,+~ (t) = F( t ,~.+~ ( t ) ,~ .  (~1 ,~.  (.1), 
~.+1 (0) = ~ X~.+I (t~), 
t~J, 
(3) 
for n = 0, 1 , . . . ,  where xo(t) = ~, t • J (~ denotes the zero element of RP). Note that to find the 
element x,+l ,  we need to solve the problem, 
v' (t) = F (t,~ (t) ,x .  (t) ,x .  (.)), t • J, 
y (0) = ~ a,v (,,). 
i=1  
It is true that we can define the splitting function F in different ways (see Examples 1 and 2). 
Our task is to show that the WRM converges to a solution of problem (1). 
We introduce the following assumptions for later use, 
(H1) f e C( J  × R p × Co,R~), F e e ( J  × R p × ~ × Co,Rp), such that (2) holds, 
(H2) there exist functions K • C(J, R), L, M • C(J, R+), R+ -- [0, c¢), such that 
1 
lim sup -~{]]x -~c+h[F(Lx ,  y z ) -  F( t ,~,~,~)] ] ] -  ]]x-~H} 
h- -*0+ 
< g (t) [Ix - ~[[ + L (t) [[y - ~[[ + M (t) [[z - ~[]., 
for all ¢ c J ,  x, ~, y, ~ E Rp, z, ~ c Co with [[zH. = maxaed IIz(s)[I, 
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(Ha) fl = ~-~=I JAil J°*~ K(s)as < 1 and a < 1, where 
r i,' ~(.)d, ~-'~ IX, I eYg' ~:(') ~' e- f~K(u)du[L (s )+M(s) ]  ds ~ = maxe 0
tEJ  i=1 JO 
+ e-  Z KO,) d,~ [L (s) + M (s)] as , 
(H4) there exist functions K E C(J,  ]~), L, M E C(J, R+), such that 
(~) I IF(t,~,y,~) -F ( t ,x ,  ~, ~)11 _ L(011v-~11 + M(t)[I~ - ~11,, ~or ~1 t • J, x, ~, ~ e R~, 
z, ~ E Co, 
(b) (F(t,  x, y, z) - F(t,  ~, y, z), x - "2) < K(t) l lx - ~112, for all t • J ,  x, ~, y e ]Rp, z • Co 
(here (., .) denotes a scalar product in R p and Ilxll 2 - (x, x)), 
(Hs) for fixed bounded z • Co, there is a continuous olution of the problem, 
x'  (t) = F (t, x (t) ,z (t) ,z (.)), t e J, 
t "  
i=1 
3. UNIQUENESS AND CONVERGENCE 
THEOREM 1. Let f • C( J  x R p x C0,RP). Assume that there exist constants K1,K2 > O, and 
p # O, such that 
I[I(t,x,y) -I(t,~,~) +p(x -~)11 -< g~ I1~-~11 +g2 flu - ~11,, (a) 
for MI t E J, x, ~ E R p,y ,z2ECo.  Let 
~-'~ ~e -pt' ¢ 1 
i= l  
where 
for 
7(p) - 
and ~(p)<l ,  
1, 
Kt  + K2 X, 
IPl ¢-pT (X -- 1) + 1, 
f f~ = 1, 
ie p (k -  1) > o, 
i fp (x  - i) < 0, 
k= 
Then, problem (1) has a unique solution. 
PROOF. Let p ~ 0. Note that 
x' (t) = f (t, x (t) ,x  (.)) - px (t) + px (t) -- ( Fx)  (t) - px (t). 
This and the boundary condition show that problem (1) takes the form, 
(t) = e - "  ~ ~ X,e- '"  do" (F~) (,) ds + ~'" (F~) (s) de , 
1 - ~ A~e-p ~, ~=1 0 
i=1 
-- A~ (t). 
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Let x, y E C(J, RP). By (4), we have 
e"  [(Fx) (s) - (Fy) (s)] ds IIAx (t) - Ay (t)ll = 1 - /=~ ,x/e-.~ ~=~ 
+ 1 - ~ ~,e- ."  e." [(F~) (~) - (Fy) (~)1 
~=1 / 
<_ K I+K2 
re~-- IIx - yll. {e -"~ [ -1  + ~] + 1} 
-< ~ (p)I1= - y l l . .  
Since 7(P) < 1, problem (1) has a unique solution, by the Banach fixed-point theorem. It ends 
the proof. | 
REMARK 1. Note that Theorem 1 gives also sufficient conditions for which Assumption Hs is 
satisfied. 
Now, we axe able to formulate a result giving sufficient conditions for the uniqueness of the 
solution of problem (1) but it does not guarantee the existence of this solution. 
THEOREM 2. Assume that Assumptions H1-H3 hold. Then, problem (1) has at most one solu- 
tion. 
PROOF. Assume that problem (1) has two distinct solutions x,y. Put 
P(t)  = I1= ( t ) -  Y (t)ll Q = maxP(t)  so P(O) < A I,Xd-PCtd- 
1 tE J  ' - -  
~=1 
This and Assumption H2 yield 
1 
D+P (t) = lim sup ~ [P (t + h) - P (t)] 
h---~O+ 
< lira sup x {t q- h) - x (t) _ F (t,x (t),x (t),x (.))I[ 
-- h~o+ h II 
sup 
h--.o+ h II 
1 
+ tim sup ~ { II= (t) - ~ (t) + h [f  (t, = (t), = (t), x (.)) - F (t, y (t), y (t), u ('))]I 
h---*O+ 
- l l~ (t) - y (~)il} 
_< K (t) P (t) + L (t) P (t) + M (t) Q. 
Hence, 
where  
P (t) _< e jJ K(.) as [p (0) + £ (t, P, Q)], t e J, 
[ £ (t, p, Q) = e- Z ~('~) d,, [L (s) P (s) + M (8) Q] ds, 
The boundary condition gives 
P (o1 ___ ~]  l;~d dJ' K(,~ ~, {P(O) + £ (t/,P, Q)}, 
i= I  
SO~ 
P (0) < I~,1 d~ K(~> d~ L (t/, P, Q), 
tE J .  
(5) 
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because fl < 1, in view of Assumption Ha. Combining this with (5), we get 
] P(t) ~ jg~c~)d, ~'~l~,ld3' K(u)dul~(td, P,Q) -t-I~(t,P,Q) . 
i=1 
Note that 
L (t, P, Q) < Q~r (t), ~0 twith Af(t) = e-gK(u)dU[L (s )+M(s) ]  ds. 
This and Assumption Ha, yield Q <_ aQ. It proves Q = 0, since a < 1, which means that 
x(t) = y(t) on g. 
This ends the proof. | 
THEOREM 3. Suppose Assumptions tt1-1t5 hold. Then, problem (1) has a unique solution ~. 
T~ ~ol.tion ~ is the limi* o~eque~o~ (~.}  de~d by (S). 
Proof .  By Assumption Hs, the problem, 
x' (t) = F (t, x (t) , x ,  (t) , x ,  (.)), 
i=1 
re J, 
has a solution x,+l .  Note that x,+l ,  is the unique solution of the above problem (see the proof 
of Theorem 2 with L(t) = M(t)  = O, t e J). It shows that the sequence {x,,} is well defined. 
Put 
~.. (t)---II~. (t)ll, ~o, ~.+~ (0) < ~-~ IX, l ~+~ (t,), ~--  o , i , . . . .  (6) 
Then, by Assumption H2, we obtain 
D+Wn+l (t) = lim sup 1 h--,O+ "~ [~fln+l (]~ -]" h) - gJn+l (t)] 
= lira sup ~1 (11=.+1 (t + h) - x .+l  (t) - hx'.+l (~) + x .+,  (~) + h='+, (t)]l 
h-*0+ 
- 11-~,,.+1 (t) ll } 
1 
_< lira sup ~ {llx,+l (t) + h [F (t,X~+l (t) ,x~ (t) ,xn (.)) - F (t,O,O,O)]ll 
h--}O + 
- i Ix.+~ (t)l[} + IIF(t,O,O,O)ll 
_< K (t) ~.÷~ (t) + L (t) ~,, (t) + M (t) W., + IIF (t, o, o, o)11, 
where Wn =max,  e j  Wn(t). Let L:,Af be defined as in the proof of Theorem 2. Hence, 
~.+x (t) ___ dg K(.> d. {~.+1 (o) + r (t, ~ . ,  w . )  + .  (t)}, 
where 
fo ~ . 
~(t )= ~-I~KOO~"IIF(s,O,O,O)II d,.  
This and boundary condition give 
,~.+l(t)<_eg K('ld" ~'~l~ld2K(")d"~.(t,,~.,W.)+£(t,~.,W.) +V(t) 
4=1 
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or 
for t E J, n = 0,1 , . . .  with 
Indeed, 
} v(t) =eYg K(')a" y~l;~ldg'r(")a~v(t,)+v(t) . 
1 
= _ maxV( t ) .  wo(t)  O<e---- 1 -a  tEJ 
By relation (7) for n = 0, we have 
wl (t) < aft + max V (t) = a, 
tEJ 
In view of (7), 
te J .  
t c J ,  n= 0 ,1 , . . . ,  I1~,, (t) ll < a, 
by the mathematical induction. 
Put 
d~ (t) = IIx~+~ (t) -x .~ (t)lt. 
Note that Assumption H2 yields 
tE J ,  n ,m=0,1 ,  . . . .  
1 
D+dm+l (t) --- lira sup ~ {[[x~+m+l (t + h) - xm+l (t + h)ll 
h.=,0+ 
- I I x .+~+l  (t) - x~+1 (t)ll) 
1 
---- lira sup ~ { I1~+~+~ (t + h) - ~ .+~+1 (t) - hx'+.,+~ (t) 
h---*0+ 
- x~+~ (t + h) + x~+~ (t) + hx '+~ (t) + z .+m+~ (t) - xm+~ (t) 
+h [F (t, Xn+m+l (t),  ~n+m (t ) ,  Xn+m (')) -- g (t, Xrn+l (t) ,  Xm (Q, :gin ('))]11 
- I I x .+ .~+l  (t) - x.~+l (t)ll} 
< K (t) d,~+l (t) + L (t) d~ (t) + M (t) Din, 
with Dm = maxtez d,~(t). Hence, 
d,~+~(t)<eigK(')~{d,,,+~(O)+£(t,d.,,,D~)}, m=0,1 ,  . . . .  
This and the boundary condition yield 
< D.~d "r(')~" ~ I~d Jg' K¢~)a~X(t~) +X(t )  
i=1 
___ otDm, 
(r) 
(a) 
for n = 0,  1, . . . .  This and relation (8) give 
IIz.+m (t) - x.~ (t)ll _< ~'~a, tE J ,  n =0,1 , . . . ,  (9) 
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by the mathematical induction. By the standard argument, his shows that x~ converges to ~. 
Indeed, ~ is a solution of problem (1). This and Theorem 2 prove that • is a unique solution of 
problem (1). This completes the proof. I 
R~.MAP~ 2. Consider a special case of problem (1) when r = 1, A1 = 1. It means that the 
boundary condition in (1) reduces to a periodic condition. This case is considered in [9] under 
the assumption that fTK(s)ds < 0 (note that in this case ~ < 1, see Assumption Hs). If we 
extra assume that problem (1) has a solution ~, then z,, --4 5;, by Theorem 3 of [9]. This paper 
generalizes that result. Note that our Theorem 3 does not need this assumption. Moreover, the 
assumptions of Theorem 3 guarantee that the sequence {x~} has a limit ~, and • is a unique 
solution of (1). 
The results of Theorems 2 and 3 also hold if Assumption H2 is replaced by Assumption I-Lt. 
This case is discussed in the next two theorems. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that Assumptions ttl, Ha, H4 hold. Then, problem (1) has at most one 
solution. 
PROOF. Assume that problem (1) has two distinct solutions x, y. In view of Assumption I-I4, we 
have 
(~' (t) - v' ( t ) ,~  (t) - y (t)) = (F  (t, ~ (t) ,~ (t) ,~ (.)) - F (t, ~ (t),  y (t) ,  y (-)) ,~ (t) - ~ (t)) 
= (F  (t, x (t) , x  (t) ,x  (.)) - f (t, y (t) , x  (t) ,  x (.)) , x  (t) - y (t)) 
+ (F  (t, y (t) ,~ ( t ) ,~  (.)) - F (t, y (t),  ~ (t), ~ (.)),  • (t) - ~, (t)) 
_ K ( t ) I I z  (t) - y(0t l  2 +L(t ) I I x  (t) - y (t)ll = 
+ M (t)IIx - YlI. IIx (0 - Y (t)ll. 
It is obvious that for the Eucl idean norm the following hold, 
d d d 
d-'t IIx (t)ll 2 -- 2 (~' ( t ) ,~  (t)) ,  ~ I1~ (t)l[ 2 _- 9 IIx (t)ll ~ I1~ (t)ll, 
and hence, 
d 
(~' (t) ,x  (t)) = IIx (t) 13 ~ I1~ (t) ll, 
for any t E J, • C CI(J, RP). Basing on the above, we have 
P (t) P'  (t) ___ K (t) p~ (t) + L (t) p2 (t) + M Ct) P (t) Q, t • J, 
where P(t) = IIz(t) - y(t)ll, Q = maxte j  P(t). It gives 
P '  (t) < K (t) P (t) + L (t) P (t) + M (t) Q, t • J. 
Hence, we have (5) and repeating the proof of Theorem 2, we obtain the assertion of this theorem. 
It ends the proof. | 
THEOREM 5. Let Assumptions ttl, 1t4-1t5 be sat/stied. Then, the assertion of Theorem 3 holds. 
PROOF. It is easy to show that the sequence {xn} is well defined. Let w,~, W,,, din, and Din, be 
defined as in the proof of Theorem 3. in view of Assumption I-I4, we have 
(x '+ l  (t) , x~+l (t)) = (F (t, ~+1 (0 , ~ (t), ~,  (.)) - F (t, e, x .  (t) , ~ (.)), x,,+~ (t)) 
+ (F (t, O, ~ (t), ~ (.)) - F (t, o, 6, e), x~+~ (t)) 
+ (F (t, O, O, 0), z,+~ (t)) 
< K (t) w2+1 (t) + {L (t) w, (t) + M (t) W,~ + [[F (t, 0, 0, 0)[I } Wn+l (t), 
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for n = 0, 1, . . . .  It yields 
w'+~ (t) _< K (t) ~.+~ (t) + L (t) ~ (t) + M (,) W. + IIF (t, e, e, O)H, 
for n = 0, 1, . . . .  Repeating the proof of Theorem 3, we obtain (8). 
Similarly, 
= (F (,, =.+m+l (*), x.+m (0 ,  =-+= (t), =.+m (-)) 
- -F  (t, gem+ 1( t ) ,Xn+ m ( t ) ,Xn+ m ( t ) ,X .+rn ( ' ) ) ,  Xn+rn+l (*) -- Em+l (~)) 
+ (F  (t, xm+l (t), x,~+~ (t),  x,.,+~ (t),  x,-,+,,, (-)) 
- F  (~, =,.+~ (0 ,=,,, (0 ,=,- (0, x,.,, (.)), =,,+,,,+~ (0 - =,,,+~ ( )) 
< K (t) d2+l  (t) + [L (t) dm (t) + M (t) D,~] d~,+l (t) ,  
for n = 0, 1, . . . .  It  yields 
d~+ 1 (t) _< g (~) d.~+l (t) + L (t) dm (t) + M (t) D.~, n - 0, 1, . . . .  
Repeating the proof of Theorem 3 we get the assertion. It ends the proof. | 
P~EMA~K 3. Assumption Ha is important in our considerations. Now, we can get some relation 
on a. Assume that K(t) < 0 on J and put W = L + M. Then, 
= maxe£ u(,)d, I~,1 d~ K(,)a, , -Z  K(")"'W (,) d~ 
tE J  ~=1 
+ e-JgK(~)d~W(s) ds 
W(t) max ej-~ K(s) d8 { for < max [--K (s)] e -  J'; K(u) duds 
- t~j -K ( t )  teJ 
1 ., [ ' ,  } + ~_~-~.lAi lef ~I4(,)a, [_K(s)]e-foK(u)dUds 
.=  J 0 
= max e- IE K(u) a~, ds 
. } 
+ ~-B  ~=1 ~ e- I:, K(~,) d., ds 
- max _----~--_.. m~ l -B+ I)~d - 1 
1-~ ,e J  - -K ( t )  ~eJ i=l 
{1-~'+e f:~(')'" EI)',I--1 , if EIA, I<I, [,;, ] ,=, 
1 W ( t )  r 
- 1 - fymea~ 1- /~,  if , - -1E I ) " I= I '  
i----1 i=1 
Indeed,/~ _< ~---1 I'~1 and ~ > O. The relation for ~ is true because 
O<(1-~) [1 -e  f f  K(')d'] <1 f l+e jorK(')a" l ad -1  <l - f~,  i f~- -~ lAd<l ,  
i=l 
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and 
0 < 1 - ,~  < I;~4 - f l ,  if ~ I.X,I > 1. 
i=l i----1 
Hence, if 5 < 1, then c~ < 1, too. 
REMARK 4. If r = 1, )q = 1, and K(t) < 0 on J,  then f /<  1, and 
W (t) 
=max 
,~  -K  (t)' 
(~his case is considered in [9t). 
REMARK 5. A special case of problem (1), namely 
• ' (t) = f (t, • (t)) ,  t e J, :~ (o) = :~ (T ) ,  
under the assumption that it has a solution, is considered in paper [10]. In this case, the splitting 
function F does not depend on the last functional argument and moreover, Assumption Ha is 
introduced with L(t) -~ L > O, M(t) = O, K(t) = -K  on J, for K > 0. 
Consider problem (1) for 
4.  APPL ICAT IONS 
f ( t ,  ~( t )  ,~(.)) = a( t ,~(t )  ,~(~ (t)) . . . . .  ~(~q (t))), t • ~, 00)  
where g • C( J  x (RP)q+I,X¢P), ~ E C(J, J), i = 1,2 . . . . .  q. In this case, the splitting function F 
has the form, 
F( t ,x ( t ) ,x ( t ) , zC - ) )=G(t , z ( t ) ,x ( t ) ,x (c~l ( t ) ) , . . . , z (c~q( t ) ) ) ,  te J . (11) 
Let us introduce the following assumptions, 
(h i )  g • C( J  × (Rp)q+l, R~), ~ • V( J  × (Rp)q+:,Rp), a~ • V(J, J), i = 1,2, . . .  ,q, 
(A2) there exist functions K • C(J, R), L, M~ E C(J, R+), such that 
lira sup 1 h~o+ h {llz - • + h [G (t, x, y, Zl , . . . ,  zq) - G (t, x ,  y,  z l , . . . ,  ~'q)] II - I1:~ - :~11 }
q 
_< K (t) I1~ - ~11 + L (t) I1~ - #11 + ~ M,  (t) IIz, - ~',11, 
i----1 
for all t • J ,  x ,~y,/7,  z l , . . . ,  Zq, ;~1,..., Zq • ~P, 
(As) condition Ha holds with q ~-~-1 Mi(s) instead of U(s) ,  
(A4) there exist functions K • C(J,R), L, Mi • C(J,R+), i = 1,2, . . .  ,q, such that 
(a) IIC(t,:~,Y,~t, . . . . .  zq)- -e(t ,x ,#,~' l , .  " ,~'q) l l - -</(t) l lv--#l l+ Ei=lq M, ( t ) l l~ , -  ~'dl, for 
all t • J ,  z, y, Y, Z l , . . . , zq ,~l , . . . ,~q • R p, 
(b) (G(t,x,y,  zt , . . . ,zq)  - C , ( t ,~ ,y ,  z t , . . . , zq ) ,x  - ~) < K(t) l lx  - :~11 ~, for all t • J ,  
x,~,y, Zt,... ,Zq E R p, 
(As) for fixed bounded and continuous z, zl, . . . .  zq • R r, there is a continuous olution of the 
problem, 
x' (t) = G (t, x (t) ,  ~: (t),.~ (,~t ( t ) ) , . . .  ,z (~q (t ) ) ) ,  
-L (o)  _ ;~ ,~( t , ) .  
i=1  
tea ,  
Theorems 2-5 give the following results, respectively. 
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THEOREM 6. Assume tha~ Assumptions At-As hold. Then, problem (I), (10), (11) has at most 
one solution. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose Assumptions At-A~, A~ hold. Then, problem (1), (10), (11) has ~ unique 
solution ~. This solution • is ~e limit of sequeace {xa} defined by (3) with F of the form (II). 
THEOREM 8. Assume that Assumptions At, As, .44 hold. Then, problem (I), (10), (11) has at 
most one solution. 
THEOREM 9. Let Assumptions At, Az-As be satisfied. Then, the assertion of Theorem 7 holds. 
5. EXAMPLES 
EXAMP~.E 1. Consider the following problem, 
x' ( t )=- -z (~)  +a lx  ( I  ~ + a2x ('}'(~))-[-a3 (t), t~ J= [0,f/], 
/ (12) 
=(0) =~t~(1)  + ~2- (T ) ,  
where 1/2 < T < co, 7 ~ C(J, J), a3 ~ C(J,R), al,a2,A1,A2 ~ R. For example, function ? can 
be defined by ~(t) = ~t for fixed ~ ~ (0,1), and 7(t) = V~ or ~fCt) = ~2 ff T = 1. 
Choose a splitting function G as 
o (e, z,  y, z~, z2) ffi - (1 + e) x + ~ + a~zt + a2z2 + a~ (t), (13) 
for fixed c > - I .  Let 0 < h < 1/(1 + c). Then, 
I= -~+ h [c  ( t ,z ,y ,  z~, z2) - G ( t , i ,  ~, ~t, ~2)]1 
= I[1 - h (1 + ~)) (~ - ~) + h [~(p -  g) + G 1 (Zl - -  Z$) -~- a 2 (Z.2 - -  ~2))1 
__ [1 - h (1 + c)] i~ - $1 + h H I~ - ~1 + h I~1 l~t - ~'11 + h 1~211~2 - ~21. 
Hence, 
~m up 1 {1= - ~ + h [G (~,z,y, zl, z2) - G(t ,~,  ~, ~1, ~2)]]1 - [=  - ~1) 
h-...-*O-I- t6  
_< - (1 + e ) I~  - ~i + 1el ly - ~1 + la~.l lz~. - ~'11 + I'~,1Lz2 - ~'21, 
so Assumption A2 holds with K(t) = - (1 +c),  L(Q = tc], Mr(t) = I~ll, M2(t) = I~l, ~ e J. 
Assume that 
= ~ (c) = l~ l  e-o/2>o+o) + l~2l e-O+o)r < 1, (14) 
---- ~ (c) < I, (15) 
where 
1 q- 1 - -~e -(1+c)T [[~I[ + I~z[ - 1], 
~(C)= lC['~-[al[-}-[~P21 , 
1+c  
We see that for fixed continuous function z, the problem, 
=' (t)--  - (1+ c)x(t) +cz(t) +alz ( l t )  ÷a2z(~(t)) +as(t), 
if I)i1[-~-[~t2[ < I, 
if [~II + I~21 = 1, 
if l~ll + I~21 > 1. 
re  J, 
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has a unique continuous olution x given by 
x(t) = e-Cl+c)t {1---1---~ [Ale-(1/2)(I+c)Z (1) + A2e-(I+c)TZ (T)] -F Z (~.) t , 
where 
763 
re  J, 
respectively, and 
for t E J, n = 0 ,1 , . . .  with 
We see that 
r [ ] X n (t) ---- e (l÷c)e cx~ (s) + a lx ,  s + a2x,  ( ' /(s)) + aa (s) ds. J0 
It is true that this convergence depends on the parameter c, which appeared in the definition of 
the splitting function G. 
Let us assume that aa(t) = a3, for t E J ,  a = a] + a2 ¢ 1, and )t 1 -{- ~2 -- l. In this case, the 
sequence {x,} takes the form, 
1 
• -+1 (0 = ~ [(: + a) ~- (0 + .~], 
Note that  the sequence {y,~}, defined by 
Y~+l ( t )=aYn( t )+aa,  n - -0 ,1  . . . . .  y0( t )=0,  rE  J, 
is obtained from xn when c = 0 (it means that in the definition of G we put c = 0.) Both 
sequences {xn, yn} converge to the solution ~ of (12) and 
aa ~E J .  
• (t)  = 1 - a '  
lim I'~,-,+11 = Ic + ~__.__]1 
" '~  I'~-.[ 1 + c '  
where e~ = yn(t) - Z(t). I t  shows that the sequences {x~, y~}, converge to • linearly with rates 
~ (:) I: + al 1 
= <1,  r2 = lal < 1, c>-~,  
1+c  
[,- 
• ~( t ) -  1 - ,~ \1+~]  J' 
a3 (1 - a") ,  
y ,~(t )= 1 - -a  
n=O, 1,..., xo(t)=O, tEJ. 
Xn+l (~) = e--(l+c)t {1 1~_ Dkle-(1/2)(l+c)Zn 111-~- ~2e-(l+c)TZn (T)l + Xn (t)} ~ 
xo (t) = o, 
=/~ (e) = ),ie-(i/2)(I+~) + ~2e-O+~), 
Z(t)---- ~t  e(l+c)" [cz(s) +alz (~s) +a2z(7(s))-ba3(8)] ds. 
Indeed, ~ ~ 1 because f~ _< fl < 1. 
By Theorem 7 (or Theorem 9) problem (12) has a unique solution ~. The sequence {z~} 
converges to • where 
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for n ---- 0, 1, .... Let al, a2, Al, A2 _> 0. Take a ---- 1/2. Note that &(c) < 1 if c > -1/4. Compute  
the values of rl for some fixed values of c > -I/4, so 
rl (-0.24) ~ 0.342, r l  ( -0 ,  1) ~ 0.444, rl (1) = 0.75, r l  (I.5) ---- 0.8. 
This shows that  for c = 0.24, the sequence {xn) converges to • faster than the sequence .[y,) 
to ~. 
It is also possible to choose the splitting function G as 
G (t, x, y, Zl, z2) = - (1 - ~) x - ~ ÷ alzl + a2z2 % a3 (t), t C J, for fixed ~ < 1. 
In this case, g ( t )  ~- - (1  - ~), L(t) -- [el, Ml(t) -- lal[, M2(t) -- la21, for t • J. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the problem, 
x ' ( t )  = -2x  (t) -a l s inx( t )÷a2x( ' , / ( t ) )  ÷a3( t ) ,  t • J=  [0, 1), 
x (0 ) - -  Alx (1 )  +A2x(1) ,  (16) 
where al, a2, A1, A2 C R, a3 6 C(J,R), 7 • C(J , J ) .  
Choose a splitting function G as 
G (t, x, y, z) = - (1 ÷ c) x - blal sinx - (1 - c) y - (1 - bl) al siny ÷ a2z ÷ a3 (t), 
for fixed c > -1  and 0 _ bl <_ 1. Then, 
Ix - • - h [(1 ÷c)  (x -~,) ÷ blal (sin2 - sin~) ÷ (1 - c) (y - zj) 
+(1  bl)a l  (sin y - sin g) - -a2(z  -- Z)]l 
_ I1 - hi1 +c-b la lcos~l ] l l x -~ l  + Ihl I I - c -  (1 - bl)alcos~2[ lY-Y[ 
+ Ihl la211 - 
for some fixed values of ~1, ~2 6 R. Note that 
1-h[ l+c+bl la l l ]< l -h [ l+c-b la lcos~l ]< l -h [ l+c-b l la l l ] ,  h>0.  
Then, for 0 < h < 1/(1 + c+ bllall), we see that 
g( t )=- ( l+c-b l ta l [ ) ,  L ( t )= l I - c - (1 -b l )a lcos~2] ,  M(t )  = [a2[. 
Let 1 + e - bllal] > 0. Put 
(c, h )  = max ...... 
~2~R 1 ÷c-b1  [al[ 
Assume that 
= fl (C, bl) = [~l]e -(1/4)(1+c-bl ["' D ÷ ]A2[ e -(l+c-b~lal[) < 1 
and 
5=~(c ,  bl) < 1, 
for some values of c and bl, where 
1 -b 1--~'---e-(l+c-b~b~l)[[All + [A~[ - 1] if [A~] ÷ [A~[ < 1, 
1-~ 
5(C, bl)=&(c,b~) 1, if [A~]÷ ]~2[ =1,  
+ ~ [[AI[+ I~I - 1], if [),15 + l~=l > I 1. z -p  
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Let us consider three cases. 
CASE (a). Take [All = [A21 -- 0.5. Let lall + [a2[ < 2. Then, 
1~21 ~(1,0) = I~1 + la21 
~0,1)  = 2 - [~ l '  2 ' 
and ~(1, 1) < a(1,0) if al # 0, and @(1, 1) = ~(1,0) i fa i  = 0. For example, if we take la~l -- 1, 
la21 = 0.75, then @(1, 1) = 0.75 < 1, ~(1,0) = 0.875 < 1. Indeed, 
13 (1, 1) -- 0.5 (e -°'2s + e -1) ~. 0.573 < 1, 
/~ (1,0) = 0.5 (e-°'5 + e -2) ~ 0.371 < 1. 
It shows that Assumption H3 holds. 
Consider the sequences {xm y,~} 
I 
xn+ I (t) ---- - -2x .+1 (t) -- a l  s inxn+l  (t) + a2xn (~/(t)) -I- a3 (t) ,  t e J, 
• .+, (0)=)`,~.+, (1)+)`2~.+~ (1), ~o(,) =0, (17) 
and 
y'.+~ (0 = -2y,,+l (t) - al sin ~,, (~) + ,,2y,, ('~ (t)) + ~3 (0 ,  t ~ J, 
y,,+~ (o )= )`,y.+, (4 )+ ~y.+1 ( ' ) ,  yo(') =o ,  
(18) 
for n -- 0,1, . . . .  We need to show that the above two sequence axe well defined. First, consider 
the sequence {x,}. It means that we need to verify Assumption Hs. To do it, we use Theorem 1 
(see also Remark 1). Note that condition (4) holds with p -- 2, K~ =- lall = 1, K~ = 0. To verify 
the next assumptions of Theorem 1, we consider four subcases for A~ and A~. 
SUBCASS 1. Let hi = A2 = 0.5. Then, 
r 
~ - -2~ (e -0 .5  2_, ~e  = 0.5 + e -~) ~ 0.371 ~ 1, 
i=1  
7(2) . . . .  
SUBCASE 2. Let )~1 = 0.5, )`2 = -0.5.  Then, 
~ A~e -2t~ ~ 0.236 ~ 1, 
SUBCASE 3. Let A1 = ),2 = -0.5. Then, 
~/~)`~e -2t' ~-. -0.371 ~ 1, 
i= l  
SUBCASE 4. Let )`1 = -0.5,  )`2 = 0.5. Then, 
~5~ A~e-2t~ ~ -0.236 ¢ 1, 
~----1 
ii_~:~=~)`~e_2,,i 1 -  j)`~le -2'' = 1, 
K~ 1 
- <1.  
2 2 
~ 0.823, ~/(2) ~ 0.488 < 1. 
X ~ 0.459, "y (2) ~ 0.463 < 1. 
~. 0.509, 9' (2) ~ 0.467 < 1. 
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We see that for above four subcases, Assumption Hs holds, so the sequence {an} is well 
defined. Note that the sequence {y~}, of the form (18), is also well defined (by Theorem 1, p = 2, 
/(1 =K2 =0. )  
By Theorem 7 (or Theorem 0), problem (16) has a unique solution • and sequences {~,  y,} 
converge to ~. The sequence {xn} converges to ~ faster then sequence {Yn} and 
i:~. (~)- ~(t)l _< k~ (o.7~)'*, ly,~ ( t ) -  • (t)l < k~ (0.875)", 
for t E J ,  n = 0, 1 , . . . ,  where kl is a positive constant. 
CASE (b). Let I)ql -- 0.5, IA2t = 0.4. Take lal[ = 1, [a2[ = 0.75. Then, 
fl (1,1) = 0.5e -°'25 +0.4e  -1 ~-. 0.537 < 1, 
fl (1,0) = 0.5e -° 's  +0.4e -2 ~ 0.357 < 1, 
and 
0.1 -I~ 
(I, 1) = 0.7~ I - I - ~ (I, I) ~ ) ~ 0.69o < I, 
( 0.1 O) e_2)  (1,0) = 0.875 1 - 1 - r iO,  ~ 0.857 < 1. 
As in Case (a), we need to consider four subcases for ~1 and A2. 
SUBCASE 1. Let A1 ---- 0.5, A2 ---- 0.4. Then, 
T 
%---m ~ --254 a¢e ~ 0.357 ?t 1, ~ ,~ 0.844, 7 (2) ~ 0.489 < 1. 
SUBCASE 2. Let At = 0.5, A2 = -0.4.  Then, 
r 
E A~e-2t' ~ 0.249 ~ 1, ), ~ 0.723, 7 (2) ~-. 0.481 < 1. 
i= l  
SUBCASE 3. Let A1 = -0.5,  ~2 = -0.4.  Then, 
A,e -~ '  ~ -0.357 # 1, X ~ 0.400, 7 (2) ~ 0.459 < 1. 
i=1 
SUBCASE 4. Let A1 = --0.5, A2 = 0.4. Then, 
r 
2-., a~e ~ -0.249 ~ 1, X ~ 0.434, 7 (2) ~ 0.462 < 1. 
We see that for the above four subcases, Assumption H~ holds. 
This and Theorem 7 (or Theorem 9) show that problem (16) has a unique solution ~, and 
z~(t) --* ~,(t), ~(t) --* 2(t) if n ~ c0, where 
Zln+l (t) --~ - -2Z .+ I (t) -- a I sin Zn+ 1 (t) Jc (12Z. (7 ($)) -~ (Z3 ($), t E J ,  
~.+1 (0) = ~,~.+1 (~-) + ~2~.+~ 0) ,  z0(0 =0, 
and 
~'+1 (t) = -2z~,,+1 (t) - (11 sin z ,  (t) + (1~,, (7 (t)) + (13 (t) ,  
~'r~+l(O) =)~lZ~n+l(1) Jr)~2~'n+1(1), 
re  J, 
~o (t) = o. 
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Moreover, the sequence {z~} converges to ~ faster than the sequence {~} and 
[zn (t) - ~" (t)[ _~ k2 (0.69) n , 12n (t) - ~ (t)[ _~ k 2 (0.857) n , 
for t E J ,  n = 0, 1 , . . . ,  where k2 is a positive constant. 
CASE (e). Let [)~1[ = 1, [A21 = 2. Take lal l  = 1, laul - -  0.75. In this case, 
f~ (1,1) = e -°'2s + 2e -1 ~ 1.515 > 1, 
f~ (1, O) = e -°'5 9- 2e -2 ~. 0.877 < 1. 
Note that 5(1, 0) = 0.875(1 9- (2/(1 - fll 1, 0)))) ~ 15.126 is not less than 1. However, if we take 
[all + [a2[ = 0.1, then a(1,0) ~ 0.864 < 1. It means that problem (16) has a unique solution ~, 
the sequence, 
zj~+l i t) = -2~,~+1 (t) - al sin#,, i t) 9- a :~,  ('F (t)) 9- a3 (t), t e J, 
~+~ (0) = ~.+~ (¼) + ~2~.+~ (1), #o(t) =0,  
converges to 9and 
I#,* ( t )  - i f ( t ) [  _< ka (0 .864)  n , 
for t E J ,  n = O, 1 , . . . ,  where ka is a positive constant. 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider the problem, 
x ' ( t )=- (1  +s in t )x ( t )+a( t )s in  ( l t~+b( t ) ,  t E J - -  [0,~], 
(19) 
where a, b E C(J, ~). In this example, we need to find the condition on a for which problem (19) 
has a unique solution. Let 
G (t, x, y) = - (1 + sin t) x + a (t) y + b it) .  
In this case, 
Indeed, 
and 
K(t) ---- - (1  + sint),  L(t) =0,  M(t) = la (t)l, t e J. 
/~ =-- le-(1+(~/2)) + e -(~+2) ~ 0.044 < 1, 
(~=max 1+ <max a(t)] 1+ . 
teJ l+s in t  2(1 /~) - ~eJ 2(1 ~) 
This and Theorem 7 (or Theorem 9) show that problem (19) has a unique solution provided that 
m~x~j lait)l < 0.658. 
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